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American Literature Requirement in the English Program

2. **BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSAL:**
Adjust ENL film courses so that they satisfy only elective credit and do not satisfy the 20th century American literature requirement.
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American Literature requirement in the English Program

This change narrows the number of courses that satisfy the ENL requirement in 20th Century American Literature. **It does not change a requirement.**

Adjustment:

The Department of English will no longer permit ENL Film courses to satisfy the requirement in 20th century American literature.

Rationale:

Knowledge of 20th century American literature is an important dimension of the ENL program. Allowing film courses to satisfy this requirement undermines the strength of the program. ENL film courses will continue to satisfy elective credit. This change is motivated by desire to maintain a rigorous major and is not influenced by enrollments in either film or 20th century American literature.